This Week in Language Arts
Using transition words
Linking Verbs
R-controlled vowels
Silent letters in words (lam\text{b})
Spelling Chunk – ore

This Week in Math
Fractions
Money practice
Double digit addition/subtraction
3-digit addition

Interviews
To wrap up our study of Women’s History Month each student will be interviewing an influential woman in their life. Please help them with this challenge by connecting with the person they want to interview and make sure that the students are able to write down (and read) their answers as they conduct the interview. Thank you for your support. As always, you can contact me if you have any questions.

Spring Photos
Enclosed in this Tuesday Express is a reminder for Spring Picture Day. It is on Thursday, April 8, 2021.

Parent/Teacher Conferences
Thank you to all of you for the good conversations about your children. Each one of these kids is very special and it’s fun to talk about all the growth and changes that we have seen!